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The New Edge In Knowledge
It has been clear for some time that research does not automatically translate into knowledge, nor does knowledge necessarily translate into wisdom. Whether ...
Making and Moving Knowledge: Interdisciplinary and Community-based Research in a World on the Edge
Chip manufacturing giant, GlobalFoundaries, has struck up a unique arrangement with an ambitious quantum startup to share knowledge that could help turn ...
GlobalFoundries Sharpens Photonics Edge for Quantum Manufacturing
US retailer Target has joined the Open Compute Project (OCP) and aims to contribute its Edge expertise to the foundation ... “Working together and open sourcing is not new for Target. Many of the ...
Target joins Open Compute Project, will bring Edge knowledge to bear
Knowledge Unlatched (KU) announced the eighth round of funding, stating the following: It includes its legacy KU Select Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS) Books collection and several new ...
Knowledge Unlatched Starts a New Funding Round
Following Alex Trebek’s death, a parade of replacements seem to be battling for the soul of the game — and the state of knowledge itself.
What Should the New ‘Jeopardy!’ Be? Guest Hosts Provide the Clues.
The problem with distributed computing, as with distributed anything, is finding the appropriate system of governance. A management model for distributed computing may be emerging, though it might not ...
Rolling the dice on network slicing: Kubernetes sparks a rethink of 5G edge
MarketsandResearch.biz has recently publicized a new report entitled Global PVC-Edge Band Market 2021 by Manufacturers, Regions, Type and Application, Forecast to 2026 highlights the need for ...
Global PVC-Edge Band Market 2021 Growth Parameters, Competitive Landscape Outlook and COVID-19 Impact Prediction 2026
JPMorgan Chase appointed James Reid as CIO for a new unit focused on developing and modernising technology used by the bank's employees, ...
JPMorgan names two new CIOs for tech units
Mercer Skills-Edge Suite will help organizations adapt to the new shape of work through a skills-based workforce strategy. The offering helps to create skills frameworks and roadmaps to help ...
Leading Companies Use Skills as the New Currency for Workforce Transformation
The airline is looking to cut costs and get people excited to fly again.
JetBlue hired a new ad agency as it looks to rebrand itself in the pandemic
The new patented knowledge graph technology (analagous to Google’s knowledge ... and then offering the full spectrum of edge cases so as to retrain on not just with what has already happened but will ...
dRISK Retrains AVs to Detect High Risk ‘Edge Cases’
This story has been made freely available as a public service to our readers. Please consider supporting SCMP's journalism by subscribing. The recent emergence of local cases with coronavirus variants ...
Coronavirus: what’s the difference between ‘variants’ and ‘mutants’? With Hong Kong on edge over new cases, here’s what you should know
There's far more to education than textbooks and teachers. The acquisition of knowledge and skills is a lifelong undertaking, and much can be picked up on our travels. To recognise that fact, here are ...
From the ultimate college town – Ames, Iowa – to Hogwarts to Wat Mahathat royal temple in Bangkok, six places to have an educational holiday
The new patented knowledge graph technology (analagous to ... and then offering the full spectrum of edge cases so as to retrain on not just with what has already happened but will happen in ...
dRISK emerges from stealth, presents breakthrough performance in retraining autonomous vehicles to detect high risk "edge cases"
The University of Miami, one of the nation’s top research universities, and Eight Sleep, the world’s first sleep fitness company, announced today an agreement in principle for an employment placement ...
University of Miami and Eight Sleep Collaborate on New Job Recruitment Program
The Barcelona-based startup’s new MegaPod data center, which comes in 10-foot to 40-foot containers, is aimed at customers with high-density edge computing requirements, Submer CEO Daniel Pope, told ...
Submer Designs Liquid-Cooled Data Center In a Box for High-Power Edge Computing Sites
The IT giant will take most media buying and planning in-house in an attempt to cut costs, according to people with direct knowledge of the matter.
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Hewlett-Packard Enterprise is the latest big advertiser to move business in-house in a loss for ad giant Publicis
A group of seventeen leaders from higher education endowments, investment consultants, asset managers, and nonprofit partners have joined together as a steering committee to guide a new Net Zero ...
Leading Higher-Education Institutional Investors to Guide New Initiative for Net Zero Endowments, Targeting 50 Endowments Over Two Years
The new building occupies ... cutting edge research and the holistic development of our students.” Dr Abdulla Al Karam, Director-General of the Knowledge and Human Development Authority, said ...
Heriot-Watt University Dubai moves to new digitally enabled campus at Knowledge Park
According to another research report titled Global Stainless Steal Reactors Market Growth 2021-2028, the forenamed market conveys broad investigation of market patterns and offers. The report examines ...
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